1. Using pattern cut two of each layer (six pieces total):
Inner Layer (light color quilting cotton or jersey knit)
Middle Layer (cotton lawn, cotton batik, non-woven
interfacing or quilting cotton)
Outer Layer (quilting cotton)
2. Cut two 1 3/8” x WOF strips for straps.
3. Sew layer pairs together along long curved edge to create
your lining, middle and outer layers.
4. Lay inner layer right side down, place middle layer on top,
also right side down. Pin together and flip so it is now right
side facing up.
5. Place outer layer on the pair, with right sides together and
pin along top edge. Sew with a 1/4” seam allowance from
corner, across nose curve and to opposite corner. Set aside.
6. Using a 1/4” seam allowance, sew two strap strips together.

7. Turn right side out and press.
8. Cut each strip into an 18” strip (upper strap) and a 14”
strip (lower strap). [Alternate method: cut strip in half.]
9. Pin upper strap to outer layer, raw edges matching, at
circle marking.
10. Pin lower strap, raw edges matching at square
marking.
11. Pin all layers and sew along sides, across bottom
and along other side, leaving a two-inch gap.
12. Turn right side out and press edges.
13. Topstitch 1/8” from all four edges of mask, closing
the gap and securing layers and straps.
14. Add a 1/2” x 4” strip of ribbon or knit for wire
channel (stitching 1/8” from edge) and insert 3 3/4”
wire into channel. Stitch closed (optional).
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variation of Fu Mask from freesewing.org
03302020

The information in this pattern is presented in good faith.
Every effort has been taken to assure the accuracy herein.
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